Graphical Decision-Analysis for Daily Delta Operations and Salinity in WY 2014
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The historical daily Delta operations can be represented with a few time-series graphs of inflows, exports, depletions and outflow. The salinity
within the Delta can also be displayed with several graphs of: 1) the effective outflow, which controls salinity (EC, chloride) in the western Delta
(estuary); 2) the daily average EC at the western Delta stations;

3)

the Sacramento River and SJR inflows and inflow EC values (minimum EC in the

Delta); and 4) the daily average EC in the southern Delta and at the CVP and SWP export pumping plants.
Daily inflows and daily exports are measured; the other Delta water balance terms must be estimated. Adjustments may be needed in the
calculated outflow (NDOI) to match the measured EC patterns; the measured EC provides the best estimate of the actual Delta outflow. The
calculated outflow is dependent on the estimated channel depletions in the Delta. Adjustments in the NDOI may reduce the allowable exports
in periods when the D-1641 required Delta outflow is limiting exports. This is an important adjustment during low inflow conditions (WY 2014
drought).
The D-1641 TUCP discussions are centered on a relatively simple, yet very important question:
"What should be the required Delta outflow during a drought year like WY 2014?"
The following graphs illustrate the daily measured inflows, exports and salinity (EC), as well as the estimated Delta depletions, Delta outflow,
effective Delta outflow (controlling salinity) and the various D-1641 objectives for required outflow and allowable exports. The OCAP RPA limits
for Old and Middle River (OMR) flows and exports are also shown. The TUCP requests for this year (WY 2014) can be evaluated as alternative
daily Delta operations during the February-September period. Daily Delta operations from October-January followed the existing D-1641
objectives.
Because Delta operations are controlled by several simultaneous objectives and limits, the increased outflow or the increased exports that
would be achieved by an adjustment in one of the operating "rules" can only be calculated after the actual daily inflow sequence is known.
Nevertheless, incremental adjustments in the operating "rules" for several representative years of daily historical Delta inflows is suggested as
an appropriate method for exploring the likely results of adjusted D-1641objectives and alternative RPA limits. Adding estimates of daily salinity
effects and tracking the daily effects on Delta migration, survival, growth (size) and entrainment effects for several fish species would provide a
powerful tool for planning, evaluating and approving proposed changes in Delta operations.
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